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We are very pleased to welcome back 

Dr Rachel Meller who has returned 

from maternity leave after the birth 

of her son, Ewan. 

 
 

Some of you may remember Dr Mark Sidney when he was 

a GP Registrar in the Practice.  He is now a fully qualified 

GP and we are pleased to announce that we have recruited 

him on a permanent basis.  
 

 

Our current GP registrar is Dr Priya Ganeshkumar. Priya was born in Sri Lanka where she 

attended medical school in Colombo before getting married in 2005 and moving to the UK in 2006. 

In the UK Priya continued her training in Lincolnshire but then took a year off following the birth 

of her son, Arun, who is now three.  After moving to Chichester from Uckfield in 2009, Priya spent 

her first ST (Specialty Trainee) year at Grove House Practice. She also trained at St Richard’s 

Hospital in the Medical Assessment Unit and in A&E. In her second ST year Priya worked at 

Pulborough and in various other departments at St Richard’s. She will be with us for the whole of 

her ST3 year – until the beginning of August 2012. Priya’s hobbies include spending time with 

Arun, reading and watching cricket & athletics. 
 

 

We have said goodbye to Sue Irvine, our Clinical Practitioner. Sue had worked within the Practice 

for over twenty years and has left to concentrate on other interests. Corinne Minkley, one of our 

specialist Diabetes Nurses, has also left us. 
 

 

 

 

FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU     **    FLU  
 

 

 

IF YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A FLU JAB, BUT HAVE NOT YET MADE AN 

APPOINTMENT, PLEASE BOOK VIA RECEPTION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

OUR AUTUMN VACCINATION PROGRAMME IS WELL UNDER WAY AND WE 

CAN OFFER APPOINTMENTS AT BOTH SURGERIES. 
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Many of our patients may remember that we recently applied to open a 

pharmacy at Yapton Surgery. We did this because we knew that if we did 

not apply someone else would! We were extremely pleased when our 

application was approved ahead of other submissions and, as a result, we 

started to make plans to switch from a Dispensary to a Pharmacy. 

Even when an appeal was submitted by a rival applicant we were confident 

that it would not affect the outcome. Sadly we were wrong and the appeal 

was upheld. Permission is subsequently held by a company called Apotek 

which now has a year to open its pharmacy. 

The most unfortunate consequence of a new pharmacy is that our Yapton 

Dispensary will most likely be forced to close. This will be to the 

disadvantage of many of our patients but the law prevents GP 

Dispensaries from issuing medication to anyone who lives within 1 mile of 

a pharmacy.  

We do not know when and where the new pharmacy will open but will try 

to keep you informed. 
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Attached to this newsletter is a two-sided survey form.  We should be most grateful if you would fill 
in this form and then return it to us. Completed forms can be handed in to either Surgery or posted to  
Mr J Nelson, Practice Business Manager, Avisford Medical Group, North End Road, Yapton, Arundel 
BN18 0DU. We are also sending out electronic copies of our survey forms to all those patients for whom 
we hold an email address – so apologies if you receive more than one form.  We only require one back. 
 

We estimate the questionnaire should take no more than 10 minutes to complete.  We do not ask for 

identification on the form but do ask some initial questions regarding your gender, age group and usual 

surgery. These are designed to demonstrate that we have reached a good cross-section of our patient 

population. All information submitted will remain confidential - we will only publish the overall results.  
 

 

A REMINDER ABOUT GP APPOINTMENTS 

 

MOST APPOINTMENTS ARE 10 MINUTES IN DURATION AND ARE 
DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH ONE PROBLEM ONLY.  IF YOU NEED MORE 
TIME PLEASE ASK FOR A DOUBLE APPOINTMENT.  

AS A GUIDE OUR SURGERIES RUN AS FOLLOWS: 
 

MONDAYS TO FRIDAYS : 8.30 – 11.30 a.m. AND 2.30 – 5.30 or 6 p.m.   

WE HAVE A THURSDAY EVENING SURGERY AT YAPTON. 

 

 

To help our surgeries run smoothly please follow the guidelines below:  

 Arrive on time. You may have to reschedule if you are late.  

 Let us know if you cannot keep your appointment. 

 Do not "squeeze" other people into your appointment.  

 Do not save up several problems for one appointment. You may be asked to rebook a further 
appointment if this happens. Please ask for a longer appointment when booking if you have several 
problems.  

[ 
You  may find it more convenient to arrange a telephone consultation or see the Nurse Practitioner. 

 

 
 

 

 

PLEASE  ASK  AT  RECEPTION  IF  YOU  WOULD  LIKE  A  BOTTLE  AND  A  FORM  

P A T I E N T   S U R V E Y  
 

 

The NHS has asked us to conduct a Patient 
Survey.  They would like us to seek the views of a 
group of patients that ‘accurately represents our 
patient population’. In the past we have conducted 
our surveys by approaching visitors to either one of 
our Surgeries over a one or two-week period but, 
this year, we need to do things slightly differently. 
 

The Lions Message In a Bottle scheme is a simple idea 
designed to encourage people to keep their personal and 
medical details on a standard form and in a common 
location - the fridge.  

A sticker located on the outside of the fridge indicates to Paramedics 
that a message in the bottle can be found in the fridge.  A sticker is 
also placed inside the front door.   When emergency services see 
medical information and personal details of a patient they can render 
safer and speedier First Aid by short cutting time consuming fact-
finding enquires about the patient.     

WHEN TIME IS SAVED, LIVES ARE SAVED 

PLEASE ASK AT RECEPTION IF YOU WOULD LIKE A BOTTLE 

AND A FORM TO COMPLETE.  

 



 

FRIENDS  OF  AVISFORD  MEDICAL  GROUP 
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Our Patron, Chairman, Trustees and Committee members would like to thank the 

families and friends who donate monies to the Friends of Avisford.  We do our best to 

honour any particular requests or help with any requests from the Surgery.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

We still require new Committee members and would be most grateful for anyone who would 

like to come forward – especially from the Yapton area.   You can be assured of a warm 

welcome.  We meet approximately every six weeks apart from in the summer season.   

Just contact any of our Committee members if you are able to help – names and telephone 

numbers can be found on the FRIENDS’ NOTICE BOARDS in either Surgery. 

 

 

GRAND DRAW TICKETS – please do not forget to purchase tickets as the sale of these raises the 

most money each year. (If you are being sent a copy of this Newsletter in the post you will find 

some tickets enclosed).  Please return the completed stubs and money to either Surgery. 

 

 

We organised two Talks this year - both of which were reasonably well attended.  Please look out 

for details of Talks planned in 2012 – they will be advertised locally as well as on the screens in 

the Surgeries.  

 

 

 

 

THE ELMER PLAYERS – will  be performing for us again on Saturday 26 November at   

2.00 p.m.  This will be an abridged version of their current production.   We will be 

selling tickets from both Surgeries nearer the time.  The Performance will be held in 

the Jubilee Hall, Middleton in conjunction with the charity Foresight.   

 

 

CHRISTMAS FAIR – this will be on Saturday 3 December from 9.30 – 12 noon in the 

Jubilee Hall, Middleton.    There will be plenty of interesting Stalls to help you buy for 

Christmas.  We would be most grateful for any donations of TINS / CARTONS / 

PACKETS / BOTTLES and these can be accepted, on our behalf, at either Surgery from 

now on.   

If  you would like to donate CAKES nearer the time these would be gratefully accepted.  

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE.   Contact can be made with any Committee members. 

FUTURE  EVENTS  

NEWS  AND  NOTES 



You and your Medication 

Keep your medication safe 

Please keep medicines and tablets safe in your home. They need to be out of the reach of 

children and not easily mistaken for other medications (that may be for another member 

of your household). 

Check that you are given the right medication 

Whether you collect your medication from a pharmacy or from our Yapton dispensary, 

please check what you have been given. Medication is checked before it is dispensed 

but, particularly with repeat medication, patients should always check that they have 

what they requested. 

Side effects? 

Many medicines carry a risk of some side effects but, if you suffer from any strange or uncomfortable 

symptoms as a result of taking your medication, please let your GP know. Sometimes a telephone 

consultation may be sufficient to resolve the matter but the GP will always tell you if you need to make 

a follow-up appointment 

Only request what you need 

Before requesting repeat medication, check that you actually need it. Please do not 

order it just because it is on your repeat slip. If you have something on your repeat 

slip that you should no longer be taking, please ask your GP (or nurse) to remove it. 

Unused medicines cannot be recycled! 

Unused and unwanted medicines are extremely hazardous – because their ‘use by’ 

date may have expired and because they may be taken by mistake. Please take any 

unused medicines to your local pharmacy for safe disposal. If you obtained your 

medication from our Yapton dispensary, you can return it there for disposal. Used or 

unused needles and Epipens must be disposed of via your local Council. We are sorry 

but we cannot do this for you. 

 Requesting repeat medication 

When submitting a repeat prescription request, please allow 3 working days for us to 

process your ‘order’. We receive a very high volume of requests to be processed – and 

many of these have to be checked by a GP. All repeat prescriptions must also be signed 

by a GP. 

Hospital letters 

Even if we are asked to change your medication by a Hospital Consultant, we are sorry but we cannot 

give you a new, signed prescription straight away. The hospital letter that requests the change in 

medication must still be processed and authorised by a GP. All prescription requests need to be 

authorised by one of our GPs. 

 Pharmacy collections 

If you normally obtain your medication from a pharmacy, it is likely that the 

pharmacy will collect your prescription from us – once it has been authorised. 

There is usually a daily prescription collection service. 

Ordering repeat medication on-line 

Repeat medication can be requested on-line. Please access our Practice web-site - 

www.avisford.co.uk and follow the relevant link. Requests entered in this way will be e-mailed 

to the relevant surgery and processed on the following day. 

Christmas 2012 

If you are going away at Christmas (or at any time of the year), please let us know about 

any additional quantities of medication that you need to last you until you return. For 

Christmas 2012 there is no need to stock-up on your medication as, following the 

Christmas weekend, we will be closed for just two further days. We are open as usual on 

Wednesday 28th December – and pharmacies will be too. 

http://www.avisford.co.uk/

